Hot spots, a small area at protein interfaces that plays crucial role in binding free energy. Based on the previous works, sequence, structural and protein-protein interaction features were extracted. In this study, we considered the differences in binding free energies calculated between wild-type and alanine mutated complexes and half sphere amino acid composition (HSAAC) as new features. We then selected features by minimal redundancy maximal relevance (mRMR) combining with Support Vector Machine (SVM) forward. After feature analysis, an optimal 41-dimensional features were selected and then applied to construct a Random Forest (RF) predict model for hot spots in machine learning method. Our method obtained the highest F1 0.625 and Mathew's correlation coefficient (MCC) value of 0.518 testing on independent test set. New features in this work also showed an importance position after feature selection.
INTRODUCTION
The identification of hotspot is becoming more important in drug design and cancer development. Proteinprotein interactions (PPIs) play a critical role in many biological processes like cellular function, signal transduction, DNA replication and regulatory mechanisms. Free energy is an important criterion for proteinprotein binding however the free energy contributions of interfacial residues to binding are not uniformly distributed (Clackson and Wells 1995; Bogan and Thorn 1998) . Studies on protein interfaces have revealed that a small subsets of protein interfaces account for the majority of binding free energy. Thus, residues at protein interface known as hotspots always exhibit an uneven free energy distribution for interaction. Hotspot residues are defined as which bring changes in the binding free energy by more than 2 kcal/mol, when mutated to alanine (Lise et al. 2009 ). Alanine scanning mutagenesis is most reliable method of mutating interfacial residues individually into an alanine to identify hot spots by evaluating the change of binding free energy (∆∆G) (Wells 1991) Hot spots proved by experiments can be deposited from public databases such as Alanine Scanning Energetic database (ASEdb) (Thorn and Bogan 2001) and the binding interface database (BID) (Fischer et al. 2003) .Unfortunately, experimental methods are time-consuming and high economic costs. There are many other methods have developed to identify hot spots such as energy-based computational methods, molecular dynamics-based methods and machine learning-based methods.
Computational alanine scanning estimates the energetic contribution of each residue to total binding energy via virtual alanine scanning. The change of binding energy (∆∆G) of each residue is calculated in energy-based method such as FOLDEF (Guerois, Nielsen, and Serrano 2002) , PCRpi (Assi et al. 2010) and Rosetta (Kim, Chivian, and Baker 2004) . Molecular dynamics-based methods are also energy-based, but using more intensive molecular dynamics (MD) computations to provide an atomic level of hot spots prediction. The results of MD simulation are averaged over each conformation. However, MD simulation is computationally expensive compared to other methods because the processes of MD requires repeated sampling of mutant. Machine learning-based (ML) infers hot spots by using model constructed on the features of training data. This method has widely developed such as KFC2 (Zhu and Mitchell 2011) , MINREVA (Cho, Kim, and Lee 2009) , APIS (Xia et al. 2010) , PredHS (Deng et al. 2014 )and random forest (RF) (Wang et al. 2012) .
Several works have revealed that residues like Trp, Arg and Tyr have higher tendency to be a hotspot due to their size and conformation while residues like Leu, Thr, Val and Ser are less prevalent (Ezkurdia et al. 2009 ). Asp and Asn more likely to be a hot spot than Glu and Gln, which might be due to the differences in side chain conformational entropy.
Overall, machine learning methods have become a valuable and save time complement and achieve relative success for identifying hot spots in protein interfaces, however they are still at primary stage. We can't fully understand biological properties that are responsible for hot spots thus the features previous works mentioned are insufficient for predicting hot spots. In this paper, we proposed a novel method which based on sequence, structural, atomic neighborhood features previous works mentioned to describe residues being hot spots whether or not, including conventional and new features. We considered that the some features can be extracted from different tools such that the accessible surface area (ASA) calculated by PSAIA (Mihel et al. 2008) , NACCESS (Hubbard and Thornton 1993) , Stride (Heinig and Frishman 2004) or DSSP (Kabsch and Sander 1983) . Consequently, we used minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) (Peng, Long, and Ding 2005) to filter useless or redundancy information. Then we further selected top ranking features by SVM forward. Finally we built a model using random forest (RF) in WEKA (Hall et al. 2009 ). The results showed that our method was more perform than other exiting hot spot prediction methods. Step 3 and Step 4 are feature selection; finally, we used exhaustive search method to select the best model from models we built in different conditions in step5.
2.MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The data stored in the ASEdb database and the mutations in BID (Fischer et al. 2003; Fischer et al. 2003) are constituted by alanine-mutated interface residues. The training data sets in these studies were all extracted from ASEdb. Filtering methods like PISCES (Wang and Dunbrack 2003) which ensured the protein complexes as non-homologous that the sequence identity of at least one protein in each interface is less than 35% from other proteins in the dataset is used to eliminate data redundancy. Residues in the dataset are defined as hot spots, which corresponding to binding free energy (∆∆G) equal to or higher than 2.0 kcal/mol. And the interface residues with ∆∆G< 0.4 kcal/mol are labeled as non-hot spots. The other residues with ∆∆G between 0.4 and 2.0 are eliminated in order to better discriminate between hot-spots and non-hotspots. As a result, only a data set of 318 alanine mutated interface residues (Addition file 1) derived from 20 protein complexes.
The data set from BID used as test set (Addition file 2). The residues in BID database, are categorized as 'strong ', 'intermediate', 'weak' or 'insignificant'. In this study only the residues labeled as 'strong' was considered as hot spots. The other mutations were regard as non-hotspots. Ultimately, the test datasets consisted of 18 complexes containing 125 alanine-mutated data with 38 hot spots and 87 non-spots.
Methods
The process consists of four main 4 steps: step 2 feature extraction: to extract a wide variety of sequence, structural and energy features, together few new features; step 3 and step 4 are feature selection: to select minimum redundancy and top-ranking features using mRMR combining with SVM-forward.
Step 5: predictor was built for identifying hotspots based on selected features and random forest.
Half sphere Amino Acid Composition (HSAAC): The amino acid composition in direction of the side chain of a residue (HSAAC_u ) and the direction of opposite side chain (HSAAC_d) are concatenated to get HSAAC. The amino acid composition in a direction is defined as the number of times a particular amino acid occurs in that direction within a minimum atomic distance threshold of 8.0 _A from the residue of interest (Minhas et al. 2014) . We utilized biopython to compute HSAAC.
Binding free energy change in silicon (ddg): We mutated one residues to ALA and calculated the change of binding energy using rosetta (Kellogg, Leaver-Fay, and Baker 2011) . We considered ddg as a feature because previous works like Robetta just used this feature to build predictor and achieved not bad results. The source code extracting this feature can be download in https://github.com/youbingchenyoubing/asa/tree/master/protein_protein. Profile features: Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) and Position Specific Frequency Matrix (PSFM) were calculated by PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997 ) against the non-redundant `nr' database (McGinnis and Madden 2004) . In order to extract the profile features for a residue from the PSSM. We took the PSSM columns within a length 11 window centered at that residue (Minhas et al. 2014) .
Atom contacts and residue contacts: Atom contacts of a residue are computed by summing these atom contacts between the residue and any other residues in the protein-protein interface and residue contact are calculated by summarizing these residue contacts between the residue and other residues in the interface (Wang et al. 2012) . The calculation of atom contact and residue contact are described below. Where residue_contact(i, j) is equal 1 if residue interacts with residuej, otherwise, it is equal 0.
We have also calculated 12 different SASA descriptors (SASAcomp, SASAmom, SASAres, etc) from the PDB complexes (Munteanu et al. 2015) . SASA was defined as the area of the surface traced by the center of probe sphere, whose radius is the nominal radius of the solvent, as it rolls over the van der Waals surface of the module. The main calculation seen below, more details can been found in the paper (Munteanu et al. 2015) .
3.CLASSIFICATION METHOD
The classification model for predicting hot spots was based on random forest (RF) in this study, which is an ensemble classification algorithm that employs a collection of decision trees to reduce the output variance of individual trees and thus improves the stability and accuracy of classification (Liu et al. 2010) . In this paper, the random forest in WEKA was implemented. The F1 Score performance have little distinct between tree numbers and feature numbers shown in figure 2, but, the very different in MCC performance shown in figure 3. We built RF models by setting different condition of feature selection and number of trees arranging 20 from 200. In whole process, we used exhaustive search method to select best classification model. Depending on this measure, we evaluated the optimal value for number of features and trees. You can download source code for features selection and model built in our method in https://github.com/youbingchenyoubing/hotspots_feature_selection_buit_model.
Figure.2. F1
Score performance between different tree numbers and feature numbers selected by combing mRMR and SVM-forward. Figure.3 . MCC performance between different tree numbers and feature numbers selected by combing mRMR and SVM-forward.
Predicting a binding site as hot spot or non-hot spot is a binary classification problem. To evaluate the classification performance of the method proposed in this study, the prediction accuracy (ACC), precision (PRE), specificity (SPE), recall (REC), F1 Score and Mathew's correlation coefficient (MCC) were used. These measurements are defined as below: Table 1 has shown performance evaluation by independent test comparing with previous prediction method. We used exhaustive method to search the proposed model (random forest) validated on independent test dataset including with feature selection and without feature selection. The Results are presented in Table 1 . Our methods with feature selection has a higher performance compared to our methods without feature selection, especially in MCC and PRE. We also can see that our approach outperforms the existing methods in four metrics (ACC, SPE, PRE and MCC). Furthermore, our method performs approaching to highest methods (HEP) in F1. Comparing other methods, we find our methods performs significantly better than the existing state of the art approaches. 
4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.CONCLUSIONS
Hot spots at the interface comprise a small fraction of interface residues making a dominant contribution to the free energy of binding. Because of alanine scanning mutagenesis and MD are expensive and timeconsuming, machine learning methods are recommended to predict hot spots. In this paper, we proposed a new method majorly containing 4 steps to identify hot spots in protein interface. First, the exploitation of residue features, which is energetic features, structure based and sequence based features together with new features such as HSAAC, PSSM and 12 different SASA descriptors etc. Then we combined mRMR with SVM forward to eliminate useless information and select an optimal subset of features. Consequently, the results has a significantly improvement and reducing the risk of over-fitting after feature selection.
Finally, many models were built by random forest in different conditions, in this step, we used exhaustive search method to evaluate models. Compared with the previous hot spots prediction approaches, our methods achieved the highest ACC, PRE, SPE as well as MCC that takes into account true and false positives and negatives, which is generally regarded as a balanced measure which can be used even if classes are of very different sizes.
